Duties of Associational VBS Team Members

1. Serve on the associational VBS team and attend the state VBS clinic.

2. Work with team to contact churches to promote VBS and determine their needs, VBS clinic conference needs, and curriculum orders; and to solicit VBS reports from churches who did not submit one.

3. Help churches enlist age group workers to attend the associational VBS clinic.

4. Lead a conference for your age group in associational clinics.

5. Assist in other clinics and in presenting VBS emphases in associational meetings as requested and whenever possible.

6. When appropriate, consult with age-group workers and churches about curriculum, local needs, teaching methods, and follow up activities.

7. Work in VBS in your own church with the age group and LifeWay curriculum you teach in the clinic.

8. Assist in enlisting leaders for mission VBS in the association.